CREATE SPATIAL BOUNDARIES.

Reconfigurable. Functional. Flexible. Say hello to Hub® the versatile modular seating collection from KI that defines space and enhances flexibility in multiple environments.

Hub’s comprehensive statement of line features lounge chairs, sofas, tables, ottomans, benches, wedges and more—all of which can be arranged into compelling modular configurations or specified as individual pieces while keeping the same aesthetic throughout an environment.
Create spatial boundaries and transform space on your terms, with your imagination, style and sophistication.

DESIGNED TO DEFINE.
Space was meant to be defined. Define it with Hub.
Hub brings your design visions to life. Its clean lines and subtle curves create a contemporary aesthetic throughout an installation.
Hub takes the complexity out of modular seating.

With its ease of reconfiguration, Hub allows you to create a variety of settings without any of the hassles or complexities you’d expect with traditional modular seating.

Simply rotate the ganger mechanism on the bottom to ungang units and rearrange or use as stand-alone pieces. Hub’s waterfall seat edges provide comfort whenever and wherever Hub is specified.
Details

Laminate backs provide a unique design element and chase for power modules.

Ganger assembly — Locking gangers secure units together without the need for tools.

Sled base — Provides easy movement and durability.

Power module — In white, black, silver with 1 AC outlet and 2 USB ports.

Privacy screens offer visual privacy.

Statement of Line

**W/D/H=Overall Dimensions**

- Armed Lounge (H43A) W78” D26” H17”
- Armed Lounge with Tablet (H43LT) W78” D26” H17”
- Armed Lounge with Tablet (H43RT) W78” D26” H17”
- Armless Lounge (H43) W78” D26” H17”
- Laminated Back Lounge (H33LB) W39” D26” H17”
- Laminated Back Lounge (H33RB) W39” D26” H17”
- Armed Lounge (H33A) W39” D26” H17”
- Armed Lounge with Tablet (H33LT) W39” D26” H17”
- Armed Lounge with Tablet (H33RT) W39” D26” H17”
- Armless Lounge (H33) W39” D26” H17”
- Laminated Back Lounge (H23B) W26” D26” H17”
- Armed Lounge (H23A) W26” D26” H17”
- Armed Lounge with Tablet (H23LT) W26” D26” H17”
- Armless Lounge (H23) W26” D26” H17”
- Laminated Back Lounge (H20B) W26” D26” H17”
- Ottoman (H120) W26” D26” H17”
- Wedge (H60WI) W34” D26” H17”
- Wedge (H60WO) W34” D26” H17”
- Wedge (H45WI) W27.5” D26” H17”
- Wedge (H45WO) W27.5” D26” H17”
- Table (H24T) W26” D26” H17”
- Table (H13T) W13” D26” H17”
- Table (H25DT) W20” D20” H25.5”
- Privacy Screen (SK24) W24” D1” H53” AFF
- Privacy Screen (SK37) W37” D1” H53” AFF

Learn more about Hub Modular Seating